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INTRODUCTION

The active process of the Ukrainian health system reformation determines the new priorities of national health-care services: Improvement of financing, quality assurance, and rational use of public costs [1]. Effectiveness, quality improvement, and patient-oriented approach have become one of the key goals of national pharmaceutical services as a result of health system reform. High-quality medication management provided by pharmacists might be considered as an element of a primary care delivery model [2]. Pharmaceutical care is an important mechanism of meeting medication-related needs of patients, particularly, within team-based collaborative drug therapy management. Thus, as a result of potential contribution to the provision of primary care, pharmaceutical care faces new challenges dictated by the changing context of the health-care system.

According to the World Health Organization (WHO)/International Pharmaceutical Federation (FIP) guidelines on good pharmacy practice (GPP), a pharmacist plays an important role in improving access to healthcare and assuring safe and efficacious use of medicines. Thus, he should be considered as a part of the comprehensive health system [3]. Joint the WHO/FIP guidelines on GPP, which outline the standards for the quality of pharmacy services, have set a new paradigm for pharmaceutical care with a patient-centered approach [3]. This concept promotes better incorporation of pharmaceutical care into public health and integration with its other elements [4]. The WHO/FIP underlines the need for collaboration of governing bodies and other health-care professional associations to provide pharmacists with continuing professional development activities and establishing national standards of pharmacy services and practice objectives. The process of setting national standards for GPP should include “a quality management framework and a strategic plan for developing services” [3]. Moreover, special attention should be paid to “both the needs of the users of health-care services and the capacity of national health-care systems to support these services” [3]. Other international guidelines also highlight the importance of patient participation and interprofessional collaboration in the improvement of pharmaceutical care [4].

To resolve these tasks, innovative system approaches should be developed. This approach should provide a holistic view of pharmaceutical care within comprehensive health system considering all involved parties. Applying of this approach will allow policy-makers to design a new policy paradigm.

METHODS

Pharmaceutical care is implemented through decision-making, actions, and plans targeted on specific goals concerning health care and prevention of diseases in society. Thus, according to the WHO definition, pharmaceutical care could be considered as a health policy [5]. This allows us to analyze pharmaceutical care with appropriate research instruments.
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With the aim to determine pharmaceutical care positions within the health system, we have applied the "policy triangle" model proposed by Walt and Gilson [6]. According to this model, a health policy and its elements are analyzed by the following key parameters: (1) Actors - groups and organizations of various levels which impact the policy-making; (2) content (fundamental provisions and goals of the policy); (3) process of the actors influencing the policy formulation, implementation, and modification; and (4) context (economic, social, cultural, and other factors forming the conditions of the actors interaction and the policy-making process) [6,7].

To analyze pharmaceutical care and develop the model of the pharmaceutical care policy, we have applied the process approach.

RESULTS
Pharmaceutical care within the national health policy

Applying the "policy triangle" approach, we have developed the model of pharmaceutical care as a structural element of the national health policy (Fig. 1). This model demonstrably illustrates how pharmaceutical care policy is being formed under the impact of the content, context, and process of the national health policy.

Further, we will discuss in detail each of the elements of the proposed model which determine pharmaceutical care formation and development as well as its role in the national health policy.

The actors, which are in the center of the model, are groups and organizations of various levels. They are involved in the health policy making and impact the process of pharmaceutical care forming and development. Thus, the pharmaceutical care policy is being formed by state authorities, primary, the Ministry of Health of Ukraine (MoH), as the authorized central body of the state executive authority in healthcare, and specialized governmental institutions: State enterprise State Expert Center of the MoH, research institutions, professional organizations, biopharmaceutical companies, research and working teams, association of pharmacy workers, and patients associations. It is worth to note that activity of international organizations (for instance, the WHO), societies, and other associations also might influence the formulation of the pharmaceutical care policy at the highest level. The individuals also may act as actors involved in the process of pharmaceutical care development and implementation. In particular, they might be pharmacists, physicians, patients and pharmacy visitors, researchers, and academicians of high medical and pharmaceutical schools.

Thus, the pharmaceutical policy is being influenced at the national level in the following way: the policy content is formulated by the public health regulations, context methodology is determined by internal and external factors, and the process is implemented by legislation enactment. At the same time, the policy is being impacted at the local level by medical and pharmaceutical education at high schools, postgraduate education, and training of the pharmacy workers, and, consequently, implementation of this knowledge by pharmacists interacting with the pharmacy customers. Taking this into account, it is important to analyze all elements of the pharmaceutical care policy formation both at the national and local levels of actors' impact.

The next task of this analysis is to determine the context of formation and development of the pharmaceutical care model. In this model, the context is the political, economic, and social factors that are typical for health care and pharmacy industry and creates conditions for delivering pharmaceutical care at pharmacies. Some political and economic factors influence the process of medicines licensing and, respectively, its availability at pharmacies. For instance, several years ago, all medicines containingocodeine were included in the prescription medicines list. This change was caused by negative social and economic factors that, in turn, resulted in the strengthening of governmental oversight over controlled substances use and prevention of drug abuse.

Implementation of the Health concept into pharmacy practice will improve significantly the quality of pharmaceutical services, in particular, providing pharmaceutical care. Economic factors, for example, those causing the rise of medicines prices, might hamper the accessibility of pharmaceutical care to patients and pharmacy visitors.

The health policy content determines its goals and primary tasks, as well as the procedures of pharmaceutical and health-care services delivering. This content, in turn, forms the goals and the procedures of pharmaceutical care. For instance, Ukrainian legislation establishes the licensing requirements and the procedure of pharmacies' work determines the procedures of medicines dispensing and non-prescription medicines list. Officials at the national level develop the medical and technological documentation (including pharmacist's protocols), the programs of medicines cost reimbursement, etc. The national standards regarding ethical, legal, moral, and quality aspects of health-care and pharmaceutical services delivering have influenced the formulation of ethical requirements to pharmacist's work (approval of the pharmacist's ethical code) and regulate the pharmacist-physician interaction.

The process of health policy making is cyclic and includes such essential phases as formulation, implementation, and modification. This process is also represented in the process of pharmaceutical care policy making. The leading trend of health system reformation is providing health-care services within the framework of evidence-based medicine. This, in turn, impacts the quality standards of pharmaceutical care, procedures of patients/customers consultation, and availability of the medicines included in the medical and technological documentation.

Pharmaceutical care policy: Structure and design

The next stage was designing the structure of pharmaceutical care policy which is integrated into the national health system and is adapted to GPP requirements (Fig. 2). To do this, we have used the list of the actors influencing pharmaceutical care policy making which were described before. All actors were classified according to the level of impact: international (regional), national, and local level.

Then, the inputs and outcomes have been identified as the basic components of this model. Inputs are required to start the pharmaceutical care process by which they are transformed into the outcomes. Outcomes are the product of the pharmaceutical care process and represent its goals. The inputs and outcomes of the pharmaceutical care process were defined according to the concept and philosophy of pharmaceutical care described by Hepler and Strand [8]. Besides, GPP requirements were also considered for inputs and outcomes identification [3].

Fig. 1: The model of pharmaceutical care as a structural element of the national health policy
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First, patient’s (or pharmacy visitor’s) needs and expectations as well as physician’s prescription have been defined as the inputs for the pharmaceutical care process which is transformed into the several outcomes described below.

A decision concerning safe and effective medication therapy
This outcome promotes positive results of a patient therapy. These results include curing or slowing down a disease, reduction or elimination of symptomatology, preventing a disease, or symptomatology [8]. In worth to note that important elements of this outcome are assurance cost-effectiveness of the therapy as well as preventing or/and resolving of drug-related problems [4].

Information supporting responsible medicines use
One of the key pharmacist’s roles is providing consumers and prescribers with information that supports the appropriate and optimal use of medicines. In this way, a pharmacist might play a role of an educator, minimizing negative outcomes of a drug therapy such as adverse events and antimicrobial resistance.

These two outcomes, described above, go to both patients (pharmacy visitor) and a physician.

Information supporting public health improvement and diseases prevention
This is an important outcome by which a pharmacist contributes to increasing of the effectiveness of the health-care system [3,9]. This is one of the four GPP pharmacist’s roles, which is a crucially important means of pharmaceutical care delivering [3]. Meeting patients’ needs and expectation, pharmacist provides them with information about the safe and responsible use of medicines, self-care, and prevention care. Thus, pharmacist contributes to the national policy of promoting health in the community [3]. This outcome is consumed by a patient/pharmacy visitor.

Pharmacovigilance data
A pharmacist has a responsibility to monitor the safety of medicines use and early detection of adverse reaction. Therefore, pharmacist’s contribution to drug-related problems reporting and post-approval safety monitoring is crucially important. According to FIP, “pharmacists in all practice settings are the key health professional for effective pharmacovigilance programs.” Thus, this outcome is an essential product of pharmaceutical care process that is used by MoH for implementation of pharmacovigilance programs [10].

Patient assessment data
Tracking the patient’s outcomes in the process of medication therapy, monitoring its progress, a pharmacist may contribute to assessing patient health status [3]. Besides, some diagnostic services may be available at a pharmacy (e.g., measuring blood pressure). Thus, pharmacist may control the safety of medication therapy and identify threatening states which require immediate care.

Production of these outcomes requires appropriate resources and management. At first, resources are provided by a pharmacist who has appropriate knowledge and skills. Second, a pharmacy (or a hospital where a clinical pharmacist works) provides infrastructure, equipment, and financial resources which are needed to provide patients and visitors with pharmaceutical care.

Fig. 2 shows that all inputs and resources for pharmaceutical care process are provided by the actors of local level: Pharmacists, patients, physicians, pharmacies, and hospitals. The actors of national and international (regional) levels mostly provide elements needed for pharmaceutical care management.

The MoH of Ukraine issues the orders that establish mandatory procedures for pharmaceutical care (e.g., the list of medicines approved for non-prescription dispensing), quality standards, and strategies (e.g., GPP and pharmacist’s protocols) [12]. Some of these documents regulate various aspects of pharmacy practice and contain requirements to resources or/and infrastructure that support the pharmaceutical care process. Other (for instance, pharmacist’s protocols) provides a detailed guideline, algorithms, and quality indicators for delivering pharmaceutical care [12]. The authority encourages the involvement of researchers, academicians, practitioners (professional associations), and representatives of the public (patients and consumers associations) in the process of these regulations development.

International organizations and agencies, such as the WHO, FIP, European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines, and others, also provide management through pharmaceutical care recommendations and guidelines.
High schools which provide pharmaceutical education are the last group of institutions influencing pharmaceutical care policy. They provide a pharmacist with competencies during undergraduate and postgraduate education [13]. Thus, they support fulfillment of another important role of a pharmacist according to GPP requirements: Maintaining and improvement of professional performance. In terms of introduction of evidence-based medicine as a supreme basis for all therapy decisions, a pharmacist should be able to keep professional performance in accordance with new medicine achievements, to update their knowledge and be informed on new data about medical products. Therefore, the mechanism of continual education and increasing of the professional level is an important element of pharmaceutical care policy.

**DISCUSSION**

The proposed structure of pharmaceutical care policy allowed us to include the key components of the pharmaceutical care concept into the policy program [14]. This is necessary to assure that policy-making process will achieve all established goals of quality pharmaceutical care which would be implemented as a comprehensive, integrated system.

Patient involvement is the cornerstone of GP policy that plays the crucial role in producing patient-centered pharmaceutical care program [3,15]. Fig. 2 shows that patient’s (or pharmacy visitor’s) needs and expectations including their desired quality of life outcomes are the starting point of the pharmaceutical care process which initially determines its quality. It means that special attention should be paid to appropriate identification and analysis of this information. Together with appropriate evaluation of a physician’s prescription (checking of accuracy, doses, incompatibility of medicines, etc.), competent evaluation of patient’s (or pharmacy visitor’s) needs and expectations plays a crucial role in the provision of safe and effective medication therapy [16,17]. Therefore, the agenda of the pharmaceutical care policy should include the development of the well-grounded procedure describing this process and assuring obtaining of accurate and complete information.

After competent analysis of the inputs of the pharmaceutical care process, a pharmacist is able to provide a comprehensive counseling to a patient (or pharmacy visitor) addressing identified issues [18,19]. Moreover, a pharmacist should inform them about responsible medicines use and self-care, preventive care activities, and services in accordance with national policies promoting the improvement of public health (role 5 in GPP guideline) [3].

Despite the widespread acknowledgment that the interprofessional collaboration is the essential condition of effective team-based care involving a pharmacist, the mechanism of pharmacist-physician interaction is vague and in fact almost inactive in Ukraine. The developed structure of the pharmaceutical care policy emphasizes the interaction between a patient, a physician, and a pharmacist (or a hospital pharmacist). Elaboration of clear and consistent procedures of this interaction is an important task of the new pharmaceutical care policy, especially considering the conditions of the health system transformation. The new health system policy includes the program of increasing primary care effectiveness and quality. Implementation of medicine cost reimbursement increases the significance of pharmacist-physician collaboration in dispensing of prescription of medicines [20].

Assessing and evaluating all papers or electronic prescriptions, a pharmacist helps to avoid medication mistakes and, in turn, will prevent the irrational use of funds allocated for reimbursement. At the same time, the probability of drug-related problem caused by inappropriate prescription will decrease, and thereby prevent additional costs of these problems treating. Thus, the procedure of pharmacist-physician collaboration in the process of prescription assessment and evaluation by a pharmacist promotes considering “the therapeutic, social, economic, and legal aspects of the prescribed indication(s)” and is an important element of quality primary care [3,21]. What is more, this process plays a significant role in assuring effective use of health system resources and funds allocated to the program of medicines reimbursement.

One of the new trends of the Ukrainian health system reformation is the eHealth concept. Integrating of pharmacies into this system is a crucially important condition for assuring effective physician-pharmacist collaboration and better pharmacist-patient cooperation with the purpose of achieving desired health outcomes [22]. Creating ePharmacy system within national eHealth will provide a pharmacist with tools for electronic communication with health-care providers (physician) and patients. Another important ePharmacy function is electronic dispensing that includes decisions support in handling alerts and access to an electronic patient record. Introducing e-prescription will allow a pharmacist to receive accurate information about therapy decisions from a physician, to contribute to a development of a therapeutic plan by assessment and evaluation of a prescription, and provide more effective and quality medicines delivering to a patient.

The concept of ePharmacy system promotes implementing of GPP recommendations which stipulate that “pharmacists should have the capability to have access to, contribute to, and use all necessary clinical and patient data to coordinate effective medication therapy management, especially when multiple health-care practitioners are involved in the patient’s medication therapy” [3]. Access to patients records on confidentiality basis (especially on patient chronic diseases, therapy outcomes, etc.) will allow a pharmacist to provide patient-centered pharmaceutical care contributing to the advancement of pharmaceutical services, dispensing, and administrative/logistic processes [23]. Furthermore, the data generated by the eHealth system in the process of team-based therapy management and medicines dispensing will create a basis for further monitoring of the medication process.

As it was discussed before, the ePharmacy concept is an important basis ensuring feedback of pharmacist-patient (or pharmacy visitor) cooperation. After assessment of a patient’s diagnosis and patient-specific needs, a pharmacist will be able to evaluate responses to administered medications. Documenting necessary health-related data of a patient in the ePharmacy system, a pharmacist would have the ability to carry out data-based monitoring of medication therapy; to identify adverse events, track patients’ therapeutic outcomes and evaluate patient progress. This mechanism will help a pharmacist to become involved in the process of disease management and provides a basis for team-based therapy management. The information obtained in the process of medication therapy monitoring is essential for assessing the need for additional medication decisions and adverse events documentation. Moreover, collecting data about adverse events and other drug-related problems by a pharmacist should be a key element of effective pharmacovigilance programs [19]. Thus, the introduction of effective information technologies (IT) into pharmacy practice will increase effectiveness and quality of pharmaceutical services. This emphasizes the conclusion that proper procedures for documentation of medication decisions and follow-up supported by appropriate IT tools should be introduced into pharmaceutical care policy.

**CONCLUSION**

Transformation of Ukrainian health system demands changes of current pharmacy practice approaches establishing the new trend of its development. Pharmaceutical care as a fundamental concept of pharmaceutical services should be in a line with all innovative approaches to health care such as eHealth, patient-centered approach, and effective quality management. Integrating of pharmaceutical care into the health system taking new priorities into account requires the development of the proper roadmap, application of specific approaches, as well as improvement of the pharmaceutical process itself. The latter should be substantiated by thorough analysis and rigorous framework.

Applying "policy triangle" approach enabled us to make a detailed analysis of pharmaceutical care considering fundamental aspects of the policy making to study the specificity of pharmaceutical care policy.
formation as an element of the integrated health system, and to research its interaction within the coherent structure. Thus, pharmaceutical care has been considered comprehensively that is important for further scientifically substantiated evaluation and assurance of quality.

Analyzing pharmaceutical care as a health policy helps to elaborate a systematic approach to the understanding of its process and procedures as well as developing programs for quality improvement. In this paper, we have presented the theoretical approaches to the pharmaceutical care policy-making integrated into the health policy. These approaches provide a comprehensive view of pharmaceutical care as a structural element of national health policy.

The proposed model of the pharmaceutical care policy encompasses all elements of pharmaceutical care concept: Patient involvement, patient counseling and education, interprofessional collaboration, documentation of interaction, and follow-up. This model provides policy-makers with a framework that will help to address all critical-to-quality aspects and needs of all stakeholders. The model can be put in a basis for developing of plans and actions for pharmaceutical care quality improvement while assuring involvement of all stakeholders in the decision-making process. Considering pharmaceutical care as a process with inputs and outputs is important for the development of valid and representative quality indicators. Furthermore, this model helps to elaborate pharmaceutical care procedures in accordance with GPP guidelines which will raise the responsibility of a pharmacist and promote his involvement in disease management.
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